* Adwa : an African victory : (Adawa) : (DVD)
20703,ID
COLOR 97 MIN MYPEDUH F 1999
A black comedy in which a young man's sexual impulses go haywire when he discovers that the woman he has just slept with happens to be his mother's lesbian lover. Set against Reykjavik's swinging nightlife, Hlynur soon finds that he can’t continue resisting adulthood. Based on a novel by Hallgrimur Helgason. Cast includes Vicente Aragües, Reni Sajgor, Asa Butterfield, and Maria Karlsdottir. Baltasar Kormákur, Olafur Darri Olafsson. Written and directed by Baltasar Kormákur. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Filmmographies; Trailer gallery; Language: English and Icelandic; Subtitles: English.

Feature films – Iceland.; Mothers and sons – Drama.; Lesbians – Drama.; Homosexuality; Reykjavik (Iceland) – Drama.; Iceland – Reykjavik.; Baltasar Kormákur, 1966-

* After Tiller : (DVD)
20714,ID
COLOR 88 MIN OSCILLOSCO 2013
An exploration of the highly controversial subject of third-trimester abortions in the wake of the 2009 assassination of practitioner Dr. George Tiller. The procedure is now performed by only four doctors in the United States, all former colleagues of Dr. Tiller, who risk their lives every day in the name of their unwavering commitment toward their patients. Featuring Dr. Warren Hern, Dr. LeRoy Carhart, Dr. Susan Robinson, Dr. Shelley Sella. Directed by Martha Shane and Lana Wilson. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Interview with co-directors Martha Shane and Lana Wilson; “One of four” interview with Dr. Susan Robinson; In depth interview with Dr. George Tiller from “Physicians for Reproductive Health”; Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and doctors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.


* All of me : (Llevate mis amores) : (DVD)
20685,ID
COLOR 90 MIN STRAND REL 2014
Mexico and the United States share the greatest border between the first and third world. Thousands of migrants expose themselves to every danger as they travel north on a train called The Beast. That's where we meet the Patronas, a group of Mexican women who, every day since 1995, make food and toss it to the helpless as the train rushes by. Directed by Arturo Gonzalez Villasenor. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Short film "Mujeres Luz"; Original theatrical trailer; Other Strand trailers; In Spanish, with English subtitles.


* Almodovar : the collection, volume 1
For descriptions see individual titles:

Dark habits : (Entre tinieblas) : (DVD-PAL)
Pepi, Luci, Bom and other girls like mom : (Pepi, Luci, Bom y otras chicas del monton) : (DVD-PAL)

* Billions : season two : (DVD)
20674,ID
COLOR 687 MIN CBS DVD 2016
Billions Series - The first season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. Shrewd, savvy U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades and the brilliant, ambitious hedge fund king Bobby Axe Axelrod are on an explosive collision course, each using all of his considerable smarts, power, and influence to outmaneuver the other. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Writers include Brian Koppelman, David Levien, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Heidi Schreck. Directors include James Gray, Neil LaBute, Stephen Frears, John Dahl. Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and directors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

* Billions : season two : (DVD)
20674,ID
COLOR 687 MIN CBS DVD 2016
Billions Series - The first season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. Shrewd, savvy U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades and the brilliant, ambitious hedge fund king Bobby Axe Axelrod are on an explosive collision course, each using all of his considerable smarts, power, and influence to outmaneuver the other. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Writers include Brian Koppelman, David Levien, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Heidi Schreck. Directors include James Gray, Neil LaBute, Stephen Frears, John Dahl. Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and directors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

* Billions : season one : (DVD)
20674,ID
COLOR 687 MIN CBS DVD 2016
Billions Series - The first season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. Shrewd, savvy U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades and the brilliant, ambitious hedge fund king Bobby Axe Axelrod are on an explosive collision course, each using all of his considerable smarts, power, and influence to outmaneuver the other. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Writers include Brian Koppelman, David Levien, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Heidi Schreck. Directors include James Gray, Neil LaBute, Stephen Frears, John Dahl. Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and directors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

* Almodovar : the collection, volume 1
For descriptions see individual titles:

Dark habits : (Entre tinieblas) : (DVD-PAL)
Pepi, Luci, Bom and other girls like mom : (Pepi, Luci, Bom y otras chicas del monton) : (DVD-PAL)

* Billions : season two : (DVD)
20674,ID
COLOR 687 MIN CBS DVD 2016
Billions Series - The first season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. Shrewd, savvy U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades and the brilliant, ambitious hedge fund king Bobby Axe Axelrod are on an explosive collision course, each using all of his considerable smarts, power, and influence to outmaneuver the other. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Writers include Brian Koppelman, David Levien, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Heidi Schreck. Directors include James Gray, Neil LaBute, Stephen Frears, John Dahl. Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and directors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

* Billions : season one : (DVD)
20674,ID
COLOR 687 MIN CBS DVD 2016
Billions Series - The first season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. Shrewd, savvy U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades and the brilliant, ambitious hedge fund king Bobby Axe Axelrod are on an explosive collision course, each using all of his considerable smarts, power, and influence to outmaneuver the other. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Writers include Brian Koppelman, David Levien, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Heidi Schreck. Directors include James Gray, Neil LaBute, Stephen Frears, John Dahl. Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and directors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.

* Billions : season two : (DVD)
20674,ID
COLOR 687 MIN CBS DVD 2016
Billions Series - The first season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. Shrewd, savvy U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades and the brilliant, ambitious hedge fund king Bobby Axe Axelrod are on an explosive collision course, each using all of his considerable smarts, power, and influence to outmaneuver the other. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Writers include Brian Koppelman, David Levien, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Heidi Schreck. Directors include James Gray, Neil LaBute, Stephen Frears, John Dahl. Sundance Film Festival Q&A with the filmmakers and directors; Downloadable educational guide a resource for individuals and organizations who want to use the film as a conversation starter; Language: English; Subtitles: English.
Billions: season two: (DVD) 20675.1D
COLOR 694 MIN CBS DVD 2017
Billions Series - The second season of the television program "Billions." A drama about power politics in the world of New York high finance. U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades goes after hedge fund king, Bobby Axe Axelrod in a battle between two powerful New York figures. Cast includes Paul Giamatti, Damian Lewis, Maggie Siff, Malin Akerman, Toby Leonard Moore, David Costabile, Condola Rashad. Written by Brian Koppelman, David Levien, and Andrew Ross Sorkin. Episodes in this collection include: Disc 1: Risk management – Dead cat bounce – Optimal play; Disc 2: The oath – Currency – Indian four; Disc 3: Victory lap – The kingmaker – Sic transit imperium; Disc 4: With or without you – Golden frog time – Ball in hand. This four disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Being "Billions"; Making Dub; They theirs and them; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Black mirror
For descriptions see individual titles:
Black mirror : the complete third season: (DVD-PAL)

Black mirror : the complete third season: (DVD-PAL) 20708.1D
COLOR 383 MIN DAZZLER ME 2016
Black mirror Series - A collection of episodes from the third season of the television series "Black mirror." An anthology series that taps into peoples collective unease with the modern world. "Black Mirror" is Charlie Brooker's biting satire on technology and modern media. Over the last ten years, technology has transformed almost every aspect of our lives before we've had time to stop and question it. In every home; on every desk; in every palm - a plasma screen; a monitor; a Smartphone - a black mirror of our 21st Century existence. Our grip on reality shifting. We worship at the altars of Google and Apple. We have access to all the information in the world, but no brain space left to absorb anything longer than a 140-character tweet. "Black Mirror" is a hybrid of "The Twilight Zone" and "Tales of the Unexpected" which taps into our contemporary unease about our modern world. Contents: Episode 1: Nosedive – Episode 2: Playtest – Episode 3: Shut up and dance – Episode 4: San Junipero – Episode 5: Thin on fire; Episode 6: Hated in the nation. Created and written by Charlie Brooker. Episode 1. Teleplay by Rashida Jones and Mike Schur, based on a story by Charlie Brooker. Episode 3 co-written by William Bridges. Directed by Joe Wright (Ep. 1), Dan Trachtenberg (Ep. 2), James Watkins (Ep. 3), Owen Harris (Ep. 4), Jakob Verbruggen (Ep. 5), and James Hawes (Ep. 6).
Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD collection is in the PAL/ Region 2 format and must be played using a Multi-Region machine.

Captain America: civil war: (Blu-ray Disc) 20720.1D
COLOR 148 MIN WALT DISNE 2016
Captain America returns and this time he must fight his friends in the Avengers. After another incident involving the Avengers results in collateral damage, political pressure mounts to install a system of accountability, headed by a governing body to oversee and direct the team. The new status quo fractures the Avengers, resulting in two camps, one led by Steve Rogers and his desire for the Avengers to remain free to defend humanity without government interference, and the other following Tony Stark's surprising decision to support government oversight and accountability. Cast includes Chris Evans, Robert Downey, Jr., Scarlett Johansson, Sebastian Stan, Anthony Mackie, Don Cheadle, Jeremy Renner, Chadwick Boseman, Paul Bettany, Elizabeth Olsen, Paul Rudd, Emily VanCamp, Marisa Tomei, Tom Holland, Frank Grillo, Martin Freeman, William Hurt, Daniel Bruhl, Alfie Woodard. Based on the Marvel comics by Joe Simon and Jack Kirby. Screenplay by Christopher Markus and Stephen McFeely. Directed by Anthony Russo and Joe Russo. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary by Anthony and Joe Russo, Christopher Markus, and Stephen McFeely; Featurettes: "United we stand, divided we fall : the making of 'Captain America : civil war' - part 2," "Captain America : the road to civil war," "Iron Man : the road to civil war," "Open your mind : Marvels Doctor Strange experience;

Cemetery stories: a rebel missionary in South Africa: (DVD) 20702.1D
COLOR 57 MIN MEDIA LAB 2009
Cherif Keita, the director, a West African who resides in the U.S., takes us along his eight-year journey on the footsteps of two families, the Wilcoxes and the Dubes, one of white American missionaries, and the other, Zulus from Inanda, whose friendship in the late 19th century, stands as a major landmark in the struggle for Black liberation and Democracy in South Africa. Along the way, the scholar-director, Keita, brings to both families some lost pieces of their history and makes them reconnect after losing touch with each other for ninety years. His work during his eight years of going back and forth between the U.S. and South Africa, Cherif Keita never stopped asking himself why he, a West African Muslim and a professor of Francophone literature, had to be the one piecing together the story of two Protestant missionaries in the distant land of South Africa. The answer comes to him the day he discovered that he had been chosen to go on this historic and spiritual quest by two 'unappeased' souls in the town where he lives in Minnesota. Written and directed by Cherif Keita.

Character: (Karakter): (DVD) 20697.1D
COLOR 125 MIN COLUMBIA T 1997
Set in the Rotterdam of the 1920s, Drevetehaven, the city's most feared bailiff, the curse of the poor, the agent of law without accountability is dead – discovered with a knife through his heart. A self-taught lawyer who just passed his exams was the last person to see Drevetehaven alive. Now, the police want to know why he visited the old man, and the young barrister is ready to tell the story of a lifetime. Based on "Drevetehaven en Kataadreufte" and "Karakter" by Ferdinand Bordewijk. Cast includes Jan DeClerq, Fiedja Van Huet, Betty Schuurman, Tamar Van Den Dop, Victor Low, Hans Kesting, Pavlik Jansen Op De Haar, Jasper Gottlieb, Marius Gottlieb, Bernhard Droog, Lou Landre. Written and directed by Mike Van Diem. This DVD
Curzon Artificial Eye


*Chosen few : El documental : (DVD/Audio CD)*

20719,ID
COLOR 182 MIN UBO MEDIA 2004

A documentary featuring over 2 hours of exclusive footage, performances and interviews from the past, present and future stars of reggaeton. This version features both a Audio CD featuring "The soundtrack" and the DVD "El documental." Audio CD: Disc. 1: Intro –; La vamos a montar: (Divino) –; Reggaeton Latino: (Don Omar) –; Hoy: (L.D.A. feat. Cheka) –; Ya regrese: (Plan B feat. Amarro) –; No pierras tiempo: (Zion y Lennox) –; Sabes lo que vas a hacer: (Baby Rasta y Gringo) –; No hay garantía: (Yaga Y Mackie) –; Intro: (Nicky Jam) –; Llego la hora: (Nicky Jam) –; Donde tu estes: (Bimbo feat. Baron "The Real") –; Llego el volante: (Volto) –; Chosen one: Papi N.O.R.E.: (N.O.R.E.) –; Delirando pero vaciando: (Jowell y Randy) –; Fioosy: (L.D.A.) –; Me gusta tu cuerpo: (Getto) –; Calle: (Bebe Y Wise) –; No quite guerrarea: (Jowell y Randy & L.D.A.) –; Dime si te enciendes: (Rey Pirín) –; Un mordisco: (Ruster) –; Mi version: (TNT) –; Chosen few: (L.D.A. feat. Gallego & Tres Coronas) –; Oye que bueno (bonus track): (Notch) –; Chosen few remix: (Vico C feat. Tego Calderon & Eddie Dee, El Bueno, Malo, Feo) –; Revelacion: invitado especial: (Tempo). DVD: Disc 2: Reggaeton: introduction –; Pioneer producers –; Tempo –; Influences: Vico C –; Media support –; Sex & reggaeton –; Beef: "$"Tiradera" –; Latin hip hop vs. reggaeton –; Obstacles –; Women in Latin hip hop –; Reggaeton –; Positive messages –; In 5 years... –; Legacy (Remember me) –; Credit roll (New talent clip). DVD running time is 102 min. Audio CD running time is 80 min. The DVD is in Spanish with no English subtitles.


City zero : (Zerograd) : (DVD)

20723,ID
COLOR 97 MIN MOSKOVSKAI 1989

A absurdist imaginative mystery film that finds an engineer sent from Moscow to a small town on a business trip to check on the local town and factory filled with eccentric and still under the spell of Stalinism. The impatient city engineer finds himself tested by the oftenest nature of the small town. Cast includes Leonid Filatov, Oleg Basilastivil. Screenplay by himself tested by the offbest nature of the small town. Cast under the spell of Stalinism. The impatient city engineer finds local factory. The town and factory are filled with eccentrics still from Moscow to a small town on a business trip to check on the mining company who strongly denies their allegations. Directed by Rachel Schmidt.


*Delivery man : (DVD)*

20713,ID
COLOR 105 MIN TOUCHSTONE 2013

The story of friendly underachiever David Wozniak, whose ordinary life gets twisted in a knot when he finds out that he has fathered 533 children via sperm donations he made twenty years earlier. Based on the original screenplay "Starbuck" by Ken Scott. Cast includes Vince Vaughn, Chris Pratt, Cobe Smulders. Written for the screen and directed by Ken Scott. This DVD version features widescreen presentation: Bloopers; Deleted scenes; Languages: English, French, and Spanish.; Subtitles: French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Essential art house

For descriptions see individual titles:
Variety lights : (Luci del varietà) : (DVD)

*Fragil equilibrio : (Delicate balance) : (DVD-PAL)*

20717,ID
COLOR 83 MIN CAMEO MEDI 2016


Documentary films – Spain.; Economic history.; Emigration and immigration.; Social conditions.; Spain – Economic conditions.; Japan–Social conditions.; Morocco – Emigration and immigration.; Japan; Morocco; Spain; Garcia Lopez, Guillermo, 1955-.

*Gold fever : (DVD)*

20721,ID
COLOR 83 MIN G PROJECT 2013

Documents the arrival of Goldcorp Inc to a remote Guatemalan village. The Mayans of San Miguel Ixtahuacan find themselves on the front lines of an increasingly globalized world. Caught in the crosshairs of a global frenzy for gold, Diodora, Crisanta and Gregoria resist the threat to their ancestral lands in the face of grave consequences. Gold, an obsession of men and nations; a symbol of wealth and power. But for the three women and the people living near the Marlin Mine in Guatemala’s highlands, gold represents oppression, intimidation, pollution and even murder. With the rising price of gold, the mine’s owner,
Goldcorp, posts record profits, while these courageous women live in resistance to the mine's unstoppable hunger. With commentary by Noam Chomsky, Magali Rey Rosa and John Perkins. Directed by J.T. Haines, Tommy Haines, and Andrew Sherburne. This two disc DVD set includes both a 83 min. and 55 min. version; In Spanish and English, with English subtitles.


*Good morning, Aman*: (DVD-PAL)

**20704,ID**

**COLOR**

100 MIN | **CG HOME VI** 2009

Aman, a 20-year-old Somali boy who grew up in Rome, works at a used car lot. Suffering from insomnia, he often cruises through Esquiline Hill streets at night to pass the time. One evening, he meets Terry, a 40-year-old ex-boxer with an obscure past. The two become fast friends, however, their relationship is somewhat ambiguous. Terry uses Aman for selfish purposes. Aman, in turn, sees their relationship as his chance for social redemption. Cast includes Valerio Mastrandrea, Said Sabrie, Amin Nour, Adamo Dionisi, Sandra Tofolatti, Rino Diana, Anita Caprioli. Screenplay by Elisa Amoroso, Heidiurn Schleef, Diego Ribbon, Claudio Noce. Directed by Claudio Noce. This DVD version features the documentary "Aman e gli altri" by Claudio Noce; Short film "Adì e Yusuf" (2007, 30 min. Italian with no English subtitles) cast includes Giorgio Colangeli, Said Sabrie, Antonio Florio, Hamdi Dahir, Samuel Berhane. Directed by Claudio Noce. Trailer; TV spot; Language: Italian; Subtitles: English, French, and Italian closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL Region 2 format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – Italy.; Somalis – Italy – Drama.; Insomniacs – Italy – Drama.; Race relations; Italy; Race relations – Drama.; Italy; Noce, Claudio.

*The Good place*: (DVD-PAL)

**20707,ID**

**COLOR**

385 MIN | **SHOUT FACT** 2017

The Good Place Series - The first season, thirteen episodes, of the television comedy series "The Good Place." The show follows Eleanor Shellstrop, an ordinary woman who enters the afterlife and, thanks to some kind of error, is sent to the Good Place instead of the Bad Place. This is definitely where she belongs. While hiding in plain sight from Michael, the wise architect of the Good Place who doesn’t know he’s made a mistake, she’s determined to shed her old way of living and discover the awesome, or at least the pretty good, person within. Cast includes Kristen Bell, William Jackson Harper, Jameela Jamil, D’Arcy Carden, Manny Jacinto, Ted Danson. Created by Michael Schur. This collection includes the episodes: Everything is fine – Flying – Tahani Al-Jamil – Jason Mendoza – Category 55 emergency doomsday crisis – What we owe to each other – The eternal shriek – Most improved player – Someone like me – Chidi’s choice – What’s my motivation – Mindy St. Claire – Michael’s gambit. This two disc DVD version features audio commentaries; Live table read; Gag reel; A look at visual effects; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


*The guardian*: (DVD-PAL)

**20681,ID**

**COLOR**

970 MIN | **PARAMOUNT** 2011

The Guardian Series - A collection of all twenty-two episodes originally aired in 2003-2004 of the third and final season of the television program "The Guardian." Pittsburgh corporate lawyer Nick Fallin’s high life has gotten the best of him. Arrested for drug use, he is sentenced to 1,500 hours of community service. He must now squeeze those hours into his 24/7 cutthroat world of mergers, acquisitions, and board meetings. Reluctantly, he is now a part-time child advocate at Legal Aid Services, where one case after another is an eye-opening instance of kids caught up in difficult circumstances. As the show progresses, the Legal Aid Services’ mission changes for lack of funding, and the focus shifts to serve primarily adults.

Disc 1.: Carnival – Big coal – The line – The father-daughter dance; Disc 2.: Shame – Let’s spend the night together – Hazel Park – Believe; Disc 3.: Let God sort ’em out – Swimming – Legacy – Beautiful blue mystic; Disc 4.: Amendments – All is amended – Without consent Sparkle; Disc 5.: The watchers – The bachelor party Remember; Disc 6.: The vote – Blood in, blood out – Antarctica. Cast includes Simon Baker, Alan Rosenberg, Wendy Moniz, Raphael Sbarge, Dabney Coleman. Created by David Hollander. A six-disc DVD version; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


*The guardian*: (DVD-PAL)

**20679,ID**

**COLOR**

972 MIN | **PARAMOUNT** 2009

The Guardian Series - A collection of all twenty-two episodes of the first season of the television program The Guardian. Pittsburgh corporate lawyer Nick Fallin’s high life has gotten the best of him. Arrested for drug use, he is sentenced to 1,500 hours of community service. He must now squeeze those hours into his 24/7 cutthroat world of mergers, acquisitions, and board meetings. Reluctantly, he is now a part-time child advocate at Legal Aid Services, where one case after another is an eye-opening instance of kids caught up in difficult circumstances. As the show progresses, the Legal Aid Services’ mission changes for lack of funding, and the focus shifts to serve primarily adults.


*The guardain*: (DVD-PAL)

**20680,ID**

**COLOR**

999 MIN | **PARAMOUNT** 2010

The Guardian Series - A collection of all twenty-three episodes originally aired in 2002-2003 of the second season of the television program "The Guardian." Pittsburgh corporate lawyer Nick Fallin’s high life has gotten the best of him. Arrested for...
**The handmaid’s tale**

For descriptions see individual titles:

The handmaid’s tale season one: (DVD)

**The handmaid’s tale : season one : (DVD)**

20682.ID

COLOR 525 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2017

The handmaid’s tale Series - An adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s novel originally made available for digital streaming on the Hulu streaming service. "The Handmaid's Tale" is the story of life in the dystopia of Gilead, a totalitarian society in what was formerly the United States. Facing environmental disasters and a plunging birthrate, Gilead is ruled by a twisted fundamentalism in its militarized "return to traditional values." As one of the few remaining fertile women, Offred is a Handmaid in the Commander's household, belonging to the caste of women forced into sexual servitude as a last desperate attempt to repopulate the world. In this terrifying society, Offred must navigate between Commanders, their cruel wives, domestic Marthas, and her fellow Handmaids - where anyone could be a spy for Gilead - with one goal: to survive and find the daughter who was taken from her. Based on the novel by Margaret Atwood.

Cast includes Elisabeth Moss, Joseph Fiennes, Yvonne Strahovski, Alexis Bledel, Madeline Brewer, Ann Dowd, O-T Fagbenle, Max Minghella, Samira Wiley. Created for television by Bruce Miller. This collection of episodes from the first season includes: Disc 1.: Offred; (59 min.) / directed by Reed Morano; teleplay by Bruce Miller - Birth day; (47 min.) / directed by Reed Morano; teleplay by Bruce Miller - Late; (53 min.) / directed by Reed Morano; teleplay by Bruce Miller - Norlie te bastardes carborundum; (53 min.) / directed by Mike Barker; teleplay by Leila Gerstein; Disc 2.; Faithful; (53 min.) / directed by Mike Barker; teleplay by Dorothy Fortenberry - A woman's place; (55 min.) / directed by Floria Sigismondi; teleplay by Wendy Straker Hauser - The other side; (47 min.) / directed by Floria Sigismondi; teleplay by Lynn Renee Maxcy - Zebebelis; (50 min.) / directed by Kate Dennis; teleplay by Kira Snyder; Disc 3.; The bridge; (50 min.) / directed by Kate Dennis; teleplay by Eric Tuchman - Night; (60 min.) / directed by Karl Skogland; teleplay by Bruce Miller. This three disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Script to screen; Hope in Gilead; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Television programs - United States; Dystopian television programs.; Theocracy - Drama.; Totalitarianism - Drama.; Morality - Drama.; Pregnancy - Social aspects - Drama.; Man-woman relationships - Drama.; Infertility - Drama.; Atwood, Margaret, 1939 - Television adaptations.; Atwood, Margaret, 1939 - ; Moss, Elisabeth, 1982 - .

**High heels : (Tacones lejanos) : (DVD-PAL)**

20886.ID

COLOR 113 MIN UNIVERSAL 1991

The husband of a TV anchorwoman, ex-lover of her long-estranged singer-actress mother, is mysteriously killed, and both mother and daughter come under suspicion in a frenzied investigation filled with romantic mix-ups and mistaken identities. Cast includes Victoria Abril, Marisa Paredes, Miguel Bose. Written and directed by Pedro Almodovar. This DVD version features TV-spots; Previews; Languages: Spanish and German. This DVD is in the PAL/Region 2 format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films - Spain.; Feature films - France.; Murder - Investigation - Drama.; Mothers and daughters - Drama.; Almodovar, Pedro

**I am : (DVD)**

20695.ID

71 MIN CENTER FOR 2011

Filmmaker Sonali Gulati, an out lesbian, who was born in India, returns to Delhi after eleven years to re-open what was once her home. Back home she confronts the loss of her mother whom she never came out to as a lesbian. The film chronicles her time in Delhi, where she meets and speaks to other gay and lesbian Indians. She pieces together the fabric of what family truly means, in a landscape where being gay was until recently a criminal and punishable offense. Written and directed by Sonali Gulati.

Documentary films - United States.; Mothers and daughters - India.; Lesbians - India.; Lesbians - India - Social conditions.; Homosexuality - India.; Homosexuality - India; Gulati, Sonali.

**Invisible roots : Afro-Mexicans in southern California : (DVD)**

20718.ID

COLOR 21 MIN THIRD WORL 2015

This film is an intimate look at Afro-Mexicans living in southern California as they discuss complex issues of racial, national, and cultural identities. Features interviews with historians Alva Moore Stevenson and Daniel Cendejas Mendez. Directed by Tiffany Walton and Lizz Mullis.


**Jamon jamon : (DVD)**

20730.ID

COLOR 95 MIN OLIVE FILM 1992

Traces the romantic entanglements of the beautiful and pregnant underwear factory worker Silvia; Jose Luis, the father of her child and heir to the factory fortune; Raul, underwear model, seducer, and would-be-bullfighter; and Conchita, Jose Luis' doting mother, family matriarch, and Raul's lover. Cast includes Stefania Sandrelli, Anna Galiena, Juan Diego, Penelope Cruz, Javier Bardem, Jordi Molla. Written by Cuca Canals and Bigas Luna. Directed by Bigas Luna. In Spanish, with optional English subtitles.

Feature films - Spain.; Man-woman relationships - Drama.; Social stratification - Spain - Drama.; Women blue collar workers - Spain - Drama.; Rich people - Spain - Drama.; Spain; Bigas Luna, Jose Juan, 1946-2013.

**Kika : (DVD-PAL)**

20969.ID

COLOR 109 MIN OPTIMUM RE 1993

Kika, a young cosmetologist, is called to the mansion of Nicolas, an American writer to make-up the corpse of his stepson, Paimon. Ramon, who is not dead, is revived by Kika's attentions and she then moves in with him. They might live happily ever after but first they have to cope with Kika's affair with Nicolas, the suspicious death of Ramon's mother and the intrusive gaze of tabloid-TV star and Ramon's ex-psychologist Andrea Scartace. Cast includes Veronica Forque, Peter Coyote, Victoria Abril, Rossy de Palma, Santiago Lajusticia. Written and directed by Pedro Almodovar. This DVD version features an introduction by...
The last circus (Balada triste de trompeta) (DVD)

20727.ID
COLOR 101 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2010

A love triangle explodes at a circus with jealousy and passion between the Sad Clown, the Happy Clown, and a beautiful acrobat. The Happy Clown’s wife, Natalia, falls in love with a young acrobat, Javier. This DVD features scene selection; Making of; Behind-the-scenes segments; Visual effects; U.S. trailer; International trailer; Language: Spanish and English; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films – Spain.; Feature films – France.; Clowns – Drama.; Circuses (Interpersonal relations) – Drama.; Circus – Drama.; Iglesia, Alex de la, 1965-.
collection release of "Women on the verge of a nervous breakdown: (Mujeres al borde de un ataque de nervios)."

**Package number 0780**
P0780,ID
B&W 81 MIN GRAPEVINE
DVD contains the Italian silent feature film “Salambo” and the short silent film “Lady Godiva.”

**Package number 0781**
P0781,ID
COLOR 86 MIN OUTSIDER P
Two disc set of both the English and Spanish versions of “The Vessel: (El navío).”

**Pepi, Luci, Bom and other girls like mom : (Pepi, Luci, Bom y otras chicas del monton) : (DVD-PAL)**
P07867,ID
COLOR 77 MIN OPTIMUM RE 1980
Almodovar: the collection, volume 1 Series - Director Pedro Almodovar.
Almodovar’s provocative first feature “Pepi, Luci, Bom” (1980) is set during Madrid’s punk era. The film is an outrageous comedy which follows docile housewife Luci, her trendy, marijuana smoking neighbour Pepi, and rock star Bom who are close friends. Events take a shocking turn when Pepi is raped by a policeman. Pepi vows revenge, and of course her friends are on hand to make sure she gets it.

* **Picnic at hanging rock : (DVD)**
20706,ID
COLOR 107 MIN JANUS FILM 1975
The Criterion Collection Series - On Valentine’s Day, 1900, a group of Australian schoolgirls from a young ladies’ school in Victoria go on a day excursion to Hanging Rock. It is a beautiful day and some of the girls decide to explore the Rock more closely. Three of the girls mysteriously disappear and when one of the teachers goes to investigate, she too vanishes without a trace. Based on the novel by Joan Lindsay. Cast includes Rachel Roberts, Dominic Guard, Helen Morse, Jacki Weaver. Screenplay by Cliff Green. Directed by Peter Weir. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features an extended interview with Peter Weir; New piece on the making of the film, featuring interviews from 2003 with executive producer Patricia Lovell, producers Hal McElroy and Jim McElroy, and cast members; New introduction by film scholar David Thomson, author of “The new biographical dictionary of film”; “A recollection...”Hanging Rock 1900” (1975), an on-set documentary hosted by Lovell and featuring interviews with Weir, actor Rachel Roberts, and source novel author Joan Lindsay; “Homesdale” (1971) an award-winning black comedy by Weir; Trailer; Eassy by author Megan Abbott; English language.

* **A pigeon sat on a branch reflecting on existence : (En duva satt pa en gren och funderade pa tillvorn) : (DVD-PAL)**
20705,ID
COLOR 98 MIN CECCHI GOR 1989
A young Ghanaian doctor traverses Italy in search of his brother, a former farm worker, encountering intolerance and racism as well as solidarity and love along the way. Cast includes Thwyl A.K. Ameyna, Pamela Villoresi, Jacqueline Williams, Gerardo Scal, Nicola Di Pinto, Franco Interlenghi. Written by Sandro Petragni, Michele Placido, and Stefano Rulli. Directed by Michele Placido. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene access; Interview with Michele Placido; Interview with Pamela Villoresi; Interview with Franco Interlenghi; Director and actor biographies; Extras with Paolo Toccapondi and Tommaso Santi; Language: Italian; Subtitles: Italian closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region player.

* **The Queen of Versailles : (DVD)**
20715,ID
COLOR 100 MIN MAGNOLIA H 2012
A character-driven documentary about a billionaire family and their financial challenges in the wake of the economic crisis. The film follows two unique characters, whose rags-to-riches-to-rags success stories reveal the innate virtues and flaws of the American Dream. Featuring Jackie Siegel, David Siegel, Virginia Nebab. Directed by Lauren Greenfield. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

* **The Theorem of Versailles : (DVD-PAL)**
20725,ID
COLOR 307 MIN ACORORN MEDI 2018
Australian television mini-series adaptation of Joan Lindsay’s novel. A gripping re-imagining of the iconic Australian novel that plunges the viewer into the mysterious disappearances of three schoolgirls and their governess on Valentine’s Day, 1900. Exploring the event’s far-reaching impact on the students and staff of Appleyard College and its enigmatic headmistress, theories soon abound, paranoia sets in and long-held secrets surface, as the Rock exerts its strange power and the dark stain of the unsolved mystery continues to spread. Based on the novel by Joan Lindsay. Cast includes Natalie Dormer, Lily Sullivan, Madeline Madden, Samara Weaving, Lola Bessis. Screenwriters Beatrix Christian and Alice Addison. Directed by Larysa Kondracki (Eps. 1, 2 and 3), Amanda Brotchie (Eps. 4) and Michael Rymer (Eps. 5 and 6). This two disc DVD set includes the making-of; Cast interviews; Crew interviews; Picure gallery; Language: English; Subtitles: English. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region player.

Ready player one: (Blu-ray Disc)
20709,1D
COLOR 140 MIN WARNER BRO 2018
Set in 2045, with the world on the brink of chaos and collapse, but the people have found salvation in the OASIS, an expansive virtual reality universe created by the brilliant and eccentric James Halliday. When Halliday dies, he leaves his immense fortune to the first person to find a digital Easter egg he has hidden in the OASIS, sparking a contest that grips the entire world. When an unlikely young hero named Wade Watts decides to join the contest, he is hurled into a breakneck, reality-bending treasure hunt through a fantastical universe of mystery, discovery and danger. Based on the novel by Ernest Cline. Cast includes Tye Sheridan, Olivia Cooke, Ben Mendelsohn, Lena Waithe, T.J. Miller, Simon Peg, Mark Rylance. Screenplay by Zak Penn and Ernest Cline. Directed by Steven Spielberg. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Ninety minutes of bonus content, Easter eggs, 80’s nostalgia; Languages: English, French, and Spanish; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Remembering Nokutela: (uKukhumbula uNokutela): (DVD)
20701,1D
COLOR 57 MIN MEDIA LAB 2011
On Saturday, August 31, 2013, Nokutela Mdima Dube was welcomed into the pantheon of the first South African liberation heroes, when a gravestone was officially unveiled for her, after she had suffered for almost a century the indignity of total oblivion in an unmarked grave in Johannesburg. All too often, unfortunately, the history of women is reduced to a footnote in the epic of brave men. In Africa, even that footnote disappears when a woman has not been able to bear a child. Remembering Nokutela [uKukhumbula uNokutela] is the 4-year long journey of an African-born US director, Professor Cherif Keita, to rescue Nokutela Dube (1873-1917), a forgotten woman pioneer of the liberation movement in South Africa from the Purgatory of history, almost a century after her death at the age of 44. Directed by Cherif Keita. In English and Zulu with English subtitles.

New Titles

Stranger things: season one: (DVD)
20684,1D
COLOR 440 MIN LIONSGATE 2016
Stranger things Series - 1983, Indiana. A young boy vanishes into thin air. As friends, family, and local police search for answers, they are drawn into an extraordinary mystery involving top-secret government experiments, terrifying supernatural forces, and one very strange little girl. Cast includes Winona Ryder, David Harbour, Finn Wolfhard, Millie Bobby Brown, Gaten Matarazzo, Caleb McLaughlin, Natalia Dyer, Charlie Heaton, Cara Buono, Matthew Modine. Created by Matt Duffer and Ross Duffer. This collection of episodes from the first season includes: Disc 1: The vanishing of Will Byers – The weirdo on Maple Street – Polly, Jolly – The body; Disc 2: The flea and the acrobat – The monster – The bathtub – The upside down. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation.

Stranger things: season two: (DVD)
20677,1D
COLOR 108 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1974
Europe, after the Great War. Harry Haller, solitary intellectual, is beset by reflections on his being ill suited for the world of everyday regular people, specifically for frivolous bourgeois society. All his life Harry was both human and beast–so he has decided to die on his 50th birthday, which is soon. The mysterious Hermine, who takes him dancing, introduces him to jazz, to the beautiful and whimsical Maria, and guides him into the hallucinations of the Magic Theater, which seem to take him into Hell. Hermine rescues Harry from his solipsism, but can humor and sin lead to salvation, thus saving modern man? The producers were attempting to make "the first Jungian film," and the requisite special effects, cutting-edge at the time, required seven years of complicated pre-production employing animation, special effects, camera trickery, color synthesizers, superimpositions, and fast and slow motion to convey the complex inner life of the aging tortured writer. Adapted from the novel by Hermann Hesse. Cast includes Max von Sydow, Dominique Sandra, Pierre Clementi, Carla Romanelli, Roy Bosier, Alfred Baillou, Niels-Peter Rudolph, Helmut Fronbacher, Charles Regnier, Eduard Linkers, Sylvia Reize, Judith Mellies, Helen Hesse. Written and directed by Fred Haines.

Steppenwolf: (DVD)
20677,1D
COLOR 108 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1974
For descriptions see individual titles: Stranger things: season one: (DVD)

Remembering Nokutela: (uKukhumbula uNokutela): (Blu-ray Disc)
20700,1D
COLOR 57 MIN MEDIA LAB 2011
On Saturday, August 31, 2013, Nokutela Mdima Dube was welcomed into the pantheon of the first South African liberation heroes, when a gravestone was officially unveiled for her, after she had suffered for almost a century the indignity of total oblivion in an unmarked grave in Johannesburg. All too often, unfortunately, the history of women is reduced to a footnote in the epic of brave men. In Africa, even that footnote disappears when a woman has not been able to bear a child. Remembering Nokutela [uKukhumbula uNokutela] is the 4-year long journey of an African-born US director, Professor Cherif Keita, to rescue Nokutela Dube (1873-1917), a forgotten woman pioneer of the liberation movement in South Africa from the Purgatory of history, almost a century after her death at the age of 44. Directed by Cherif Keita. In English and Zulu with English subtitles.

Steppenwolf: (DVD)
20677,1D
COLOR 108 MIN IMAGE ENTE 1974
Europe, after the Great War. Harry Haller, solitary intellectual, is beset by reflections on his being ill suited for the world of everyday regular people, specifically for frivolous bourgeois society. All his life Harry was both human and beast–so he has decided to die on his 50th birthday, which is soon. The mysterious Hermine, who takes him dancing, introduces him to jazz, to the beautiful and whimsical Maria, and guides him into the hallucinations of the Magic Theater, which seem to take him into Hell. Hermine rescues Harry from his solipsism, but can humor and sin lead to salvation, thus saving modern man? The producers were attempting to make "the first Jungian film," and the requisite special effects, cutting-edge at the time, required seven years of complicated pre-production employing animation, special effects, camera trickery, color synthesizers, superimpositions, and fast and slow motion to convey the complex inner life of the aging tortured writer. Adapted from the novel by Hermann Hesse. Cast includes Max von Sydow, Dominique Sandra, Pierre Clementi, Carla Romanelli, Roy Bosier, Alfred Baillou, Niels-Peter Rudolph, Helmut Fronbacher, Charles Regnier, Eduard Linkers, Sylvia Reize, Judith Mellies, Helen Hesse. Written and directed by Fred Haines.

Stranger things: season one: (DVD)
20684,1D
COLOR 440 MIN LIONSGATE 2016
Stranger things Series - 1983, Indiana. A young boy vanishes into thin air. As friends, family, and local police search for answers, they are drawn into an extraordinary mystery involving top-secret government experiments, terrifying supernatural forces, and one very strange little girl. Cast includes Winona Ryder, David Harbour, Finn Wolfhard, Millie Bobby Brown, Gaten Matarazzo, Caleb McLaughlin, Natalia Dyer, Charlie Heaton, Cara Buono, Matthew Modine. Created by Matt Duffer and Ross Duffer. This collection of episodes from the first season includes: Disc 1: The vanishing of Will Byers – The weirdo on Maple Street – Polly, Jolly – The body; Disc 2: The flea and the acrobat – The monster – The bathtub – The upside down. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation.

"Stranger things" cast gets scared!

Cole vs. the machine! - The bathtub – The upside down. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation.

"Stranger things" cast gets scared!

Language: English;
Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Suits**

For descriptions see individual titles:

Suits: season two: (DVD)

20678.ID

COLOR 695 MIN UNIVERSAL 2013

Suits Series - All sixteen episodes of the second season of the television program Suits. Two young members of a successful law firm continue to handle their demanding workload. The men have a secret, both are skillful, but only one of them has a law degree. The younger of the two is a legal prodigy, but doesn't have a law degree. Episodes in this collection include: She knows – The choice – Meet the new boss – Discovery – Break point – All in – Sucker punch – Redmond – Asterisk – High noon – Blind-sided – Blood in the water – Zane vs. Zane – He’s back – Normandy – War. Cast includes Gina Torres, Gabriel Macht, Patrick J. Adams, Daniel Hardman, Meghan Markle, Rick Hoffman. Created by Aaron Korsh. This four-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Deleted scenes; Gag reel; “Suits' recruits" webisodes; Commentaries; “Suits" sophomore success; The style of "Suits"; Language: English; Subtitles; English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Untouchable**

(DVD)

20692.ID

COLOR 105 MIN UNTOUCHABL 2016

When the most powerful lobbyist in Florida discovers that the nanny has sexually abused his daughter, he harnesses his extraordinary political power to pass the toughest sex offender laws in the nation. The film chronicles his crusade, and its impact on the lives of several of the 800,000 people forced to live under the kinds of laws he has championed. The film interweaves intimate portraits of men and women who have been branded sex offenders with the heartbreaking stories of those who have suffered sexual abuse. It is a film that pushes viewers toward an uncomfortable place, requiring them to walk in the shoes of those who have survived sexual abuse, but to still bear witness to the experiences of those we revile. Written and directed by David Feige. In English, with English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Variety lights**

(Luci del varietà) : (DVD)

20699.ID

B&W 97 MIN JANUS FILM 1950

Essential art house Series - Federico Fellini's directorial debut featuring the director's wife and frequent collaborator, Giulietta Masina, and it introduces Fellini's affection for carnival-esque characters and the variety show, both of which influenced much of his later work. The movie features the onstage and backstage antics of a provincial troupe of lovably inept vaudeville performers travelling laboriously from one small town to another for little pay and ever-uncertain receptions. Cast includes Giulietta Masina, Peppino De Filippo, Carla del Poggio, John Kitzmiller. Story by Federico Fellini. Screenplay by Federico Fellini, Alberto Lattuada, and Tullio Pinelli. Directed by Federico Fellini and Alberto Lattuada. In Italian, with English subtitles.

Feature films – Italy.; Vaudeville – Italy – Drama.; Theatrical companies – Italy – Drama.; Italy.; Lattuada, Alberto; 1914-2005.; Fellini, Federico

**What 80 million women want**

(DVD)

20729.ID

B&W 56 MIN FILM CLASS 1913

The women's suffrage movement inspired this 1913 silent film classic, which features appearances by equal rights crusader Emmeline Pankhurst and Harriot Stanton Blatch. The plot is essentially a detective story, exposing the system of machine politics. The sleuth is female and the remedy is votes for women. As politicians work to deny women the right to vote, a young lawyer tells his activist girlfriend of government corruption that actively seeks to ensure that her voice is never heard. From the story by Kate Corbaley. Cast includes Emmeline Pankhurst, Harriot Stanton Blatch, Ethel Jewett, Ronald Everett, George Henry. Screenplay by Florence Maule Cooley and B.P. Schulberg. Directed by Willard Louis. A silent film, with English intertitles and a musical score.


**Without pity**

(Senza pieta) : (DVD)

20698,ID

B&W 90 MIN VCI ENTERT 1948

As World War II ends, some African-American soldiers refuse to abandon northern Italy to return to the United States, due to the racial intolerance there, deserting instead. One soldier, Jerry, falls in love with Angela, a local girl fallen on hard times after the war. Cast includes Carla Del Poggio, John Kitzmiller, Giulietta Masina, Pierre Claude, Folco Lulli, Lando Muzio. Story by Federico Fellini and Tullio Pinelli. Screenplay by Federico Fellini. Music by Nina Rota. Directed by Alberto Lattuada. In Italian, with English subtitles.


**Zombeavers**

(Blu-ray Disc)

20683.ID

COLOR 76 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014

A comedy horror film about a trio of college girls staying at a remote cabin for a weekend getaway. The girls vacation is quickly jeopardized by a hungry bear, a menacing hunter, and the girls own party-crashing boyfriends. The minor disturbances are nothing compared to what lurks in the lake by the cabin. The result of a local chemical spill, the lake is teeming with hordes of bloodthirsty, zombified beavers. Cast includes Rachel Melvin, Cortney Palm, Jake Weary. Directed by Jordan Rubin. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Auditions; Building a beaver; Man becomes monster; Deleted scene; Behind the scenes; Language: English; Subtitles; English closed captions for the deaf and hearing impaired. This Blu-ray Disc version must be played using a Blu-ray Disc machine.